We investigate the optimal Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) Long Range Prediction (LRP) algorithm for slow frequency hopping (SFH) systems that employ coherent detection. Statistical model of the prediction accuracy is developed and used in the design of reliable adaptive modulation techques. Moreover, adaptive modulation is combined with adaptive transmitter frequency diversity to mitigate the effect of fading and partial-band interference. Both standard Jakes model and a realistic physical model are employed to test the performance. Analysis and simulation results show that significant performance gains can be achieved relative to non-adaptive methods.
INTRODUCTION
High speed wireless communications require efficient use of time-variant multipath fading channels. This creates a need for new transmission techniques that can adapt the transmission parameters to the channel variations. Adaptive transmission [ 1,2] improves spectral efficiency by transmitting the signal at high rate during favorable channel conditions, and reducing the rate as the channel conditions degrade. To achieve the potential of adaptive transmission, knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) is required at the transmitter. The CSI is estimated by the receiver and fed back to the transmitter. Due to the delay associated w i t h estimation and feedback, it is necessary to predict the channel several milliseconds ahead.
A novel long range prediction (LRP) algorithm for the flat fading channel was proposed in [3] . This algorithm benefits fkom using lower sampling rate than conventional techniques. This increases the memory span so that the channel can be predicted firther into the future. In [4] , LRP aided by observations at another carrier was investigated, and in [5] , the LRP is extended to Orthogonal In this paper, we explore adaptive transmission aided by the LRP for slow frequency hopping (SFH) systems that employ coherent detection [9] . By exploiting the correlation between different frequencies, we propose to predict the channel coefficients in the next hopping interval of SFH systems based on a number of past fading observations fiom previous hopping intervals [7] . An adaptive transmission method for SFH systems was previously investigated in [lo] . The goal was to improve the throughput efficiency by adapting to the slowly varying power of long-term fading and the interference level. In this paper, we adapt the modulation level and the transmission power to rapidly varying short-term channel variations using the LRP for FH channels. The objective is to further increase the spectral efficiency subject to the power and reliability constraints.
Partial-band Interference (PBI) is another serious source of degradation in FH communications. To mitigate the effects of PBI, coding can be utilized to decrease the BER [lo] . In [l 11, a pre-whitening filter is used to reject interference in the fast fiequency hopping (FFH) receiver. Diversity combining techniques have also been proposed for the FFH systems with non-coherent detection [12] . In this paper, we investigate joint adaptive fiequency diversity and adaptive modulation to mitigate the effects of PBI and fading in SFH systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the channel statistics and the MMSE LRF' algorithm for SFH systems. Section 3 analyzes the performance of adaptive modulation aided by the LRP. This method is utilized jointly with adaptive frequency diversity combining for SFH channels with PBI in section 4.
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CHANNEL STATISTICS AND LONG RANGE PREDICTION FOR FREQUEPlCY HOPPING CHANNELS
Consider the SFH system that employs coherent detection with the total number of frequencies q and the hopping rate h. Denote the frequency separation between adjacent frequencies as Af: In this paper, we employ a randomly chosen periodic hopping pattern w i t h length N=q, although the proposed methods are also applicable to non-periodic hopping patterns.
We employ a Frequency Selective Gaussian Wide Sense Stationary UncorreIated Scattering (GWSSUS) channel model for the FH channels [14] . Let cflt),t) be the equivalent lowpass complex sample of the fading channel The optimal MMSE LRP described above is complex, because it requires inversion of large matrices at the sampling rate. In 171, a recursive matrix update method was proposed. It significantly reduces the computation of the optimal LRP. Moreover, in [SI, low complexity prediction methods were studied, and it was demonstrated that the optimal LRY method is required to achieve reliable prediction. In practice, cfln),n) are observed in the presence of noise. The prediction coefficients d(n) can be easiIy modified to include the effect of the noise, and noise reduction methods can be utilized to reduce the noise present in the obsefvations [3] . In this paper, we assume channel observations with SNR=100dB in (2).
In SFH systems, we predict the channel coefficients of the next dwell interval. A typical hopping rate of SFH systems is 500 hops/second. Thus, the prediction range oT,-=2ms is desirable. The sampling rate S,=ZkHz is empIoyed due to its best performance for the system parameters used in the simulations of Sections 3 and 4.
Since the sampling rate is much lower than the symbol rate, interpolation is performed within a dwell interval to predict fading coefficients for a11 data points. As p increases, the MMSE saturation level is approached. We found that the performance of LRP with p=50 has nearoptimal performance [SI. Thus, we choose p=50 in our analysis throughout this paper.
ADAPTTVE TRANSMISSON AIDED BY LRP
We employ variable rate variable power Multiple Quadratwe Amplitude Modulation (MQAM) [1, 2] . First, assume fKed transmission power E, per symbol. The average Signal to Noise Ratio ( S N R ) is defined as 7 =E,JN0. Let a(r)=lc(t(r),t)l be the channel gain at time t. The instantaneous SNR y=T(x(t)'. Since 6 Mn),n) in (2) is a linear combination of complex Gaussian random variables, it is also a zero mean complex Gaussian random variabIe. Thus, the predicted channel gain &=\E(f(n),n)l is Once the modulation level M is decided, an appropriate transmission power is found to maintain the target BER. We extend the discrete power control policy [ 11 to the case where the observations are predicted. In particular, once the thresholds are chosen as above, each modulation level is associated with a constant transmission power E,(a selected to maintain the target BER.
Assuming the ideal Nyquist signal, the spectral efficiency takes on the samevalue as the average number We first use the standard Jakes model to validate the performance of the proposed adaptive modulation method. In the evaluation, the spectral efficiency is computed numerically. The correlation coefficient p is estimated by simulation. The maximum Doppler shift isfh=50Hz. The fiequency hopping rate is 500Hz. A random hopping pattern with length N=32 is employed. The target BER is
The BPS of adaptive modulation as a function of normalized fiequency separation A B is plotted in figure 1.
We observe that the spectral efficiency degrades as Afo increases. The SFH benefits fiom adaptive transmission primarily when Afa does not significantly exceed 0.1. As Afo grows, the spectral efficiency saturates and approaches that of non-adaptive modulation. Thus, for large Afa, the SFH will not benefit from adaptive transmission. However, the benefit of frequency diversity is greater as A$a increases. Figure 2 illustrates the variation of the rms delay spread CJ in these two scenarios. We observe that c s changes slowly in the typical case, while in the challenging case, (3 changes rapidly over a wide range. The performance comparison is presented in Figure 3 . Since the channel correlation functions vary faster in the challenging scenario than in the typical scenario, the prediction accuracy is worse in the challenging case. While the BPS gain is lower for the physical model than for the Jakes model due to the channel parameter variations, significant improvement is still obtained relative to non-adaptive modulation.
ADAPTIVE SFH WITH PARTIALBAND INTERFERENCE
Partial-band interference (PBI) is another source of degradation in the FH communications [Is] . it is usuaiIy modeled as a narrow-band additive Gaussian noise, which occupies a small fraction 6 of the bandwidth of the FH system. For the kequency slots where PBI is present, the power spectral density is No+FIN, , where N, is the average power spectral density of the PBI. For the frequency slots without PBI, the power spectral density is NO. In the LRP for channels with PBI, past observations at intetference-ftee dwell intervals are used. The optimal MMSE LRP algorithm with recursive autocomelation matrix update is utilized. While PBI degrades the accuracy of the LRP, the quality of prediction is improved relative to interference-free system without diversity [SI.
Next, we describe a sentient FH diversity technique that can further improve the performance of SFH systems. In this method, channel coefficients of L widely spaced frequencies are predicted, and a subset of Y frequencies with the largest channel gains are selected in the transmission. In the presence of PBI, the average BER for tach modulation level is computed, and the largest signal constellation that satisfies the 3ER requirement is selected for the transmission,
Simulations are used to demonstrate the performance of adaptive SFH with PBI for the Jakes model with the same parameters as in section 3. In figure 4 , we plot the BPS of adaptive modulation using diversity FH and sentient FH under the assumption of perfect knowledge of PBI at the transmitter (y=I.O). As expected, the performance degrades as 6 increases. We observe that the performance of sentient FH is better than that of diversity FH due to its larger channel gain. While performance of sentient FH improves With increasing L when L is moderate, as L becomes very large, the BER actually increases due to inaccurate frequency selection. Our investigation shows that L=4 has near-optimal performance [gj. We also plot the BPS of adaptive modulation for a non-diversity system with PBI, In this case, adaptive modulation as in (4) is applied when the upcoming frequency is interference-fiee, and outage occurs if there is interference. Note that when this method is extended to q<l, the target BER cannot be satisfied, implying that diversity is required for channels with imperfect knowledge of PBI at the transmitter. Figure 5 shows the BPS of adaptive diversity FH systems as a fhction of q. We observe that the spectral efficiency degrades as q decreases. For both diversity and sentient FH, when q10.95, the target BER cannot be satisfied with the uncoded adaptive transmission method proposed above, and coding methods that provide further diversity are required. However, this investigation is beyond the scope of this paper.
CONCLUSION
The optimal MMSE long range channel prediction algorithm for SFR communications with coherent detection was introduced, and was shown to enable adaptive modulation for SFH. Joint adaptive diversity combining and adaptive modulation were investigated for SFH communications with PBI and shown to improve performance significantly relative to non-adaptive methods.
